
Setting up a 
Park & Stride at 

your school



A great way to encourage
children &  families to add some
physical activity into their day

This is when parents and families meet at a specific point and then the children 
walk the rest of the way to school.

Setting up a Park & Stride or 
Walking Bus at your school!

Benefits

How to start

Does the school think a park and stride is viable? Have you got enough staff 
buy-in and support from senior leadership? 
Can you quickly think of a few parents who would likely volunteer to help if you 
don't have enough staff? 
How many families already walk to school and how many are reliant on cars? 
Is there a (or several) pedestrian route to the school that is safe for a group to
walk along?
Is there somewhere that parents can drop off children or park? This will be 
where the walk starts. 
How often do you want to do it? Can you start once a week to make it 
manageable? 

A few questions to consider: 

What is Park and Stride / a Walking Bus?

Raise awareness of road safety 
education

A great way to chat and catch 
up with friends on the way to 
school! 

Good for the environment and
reducing pollution 

Reduce congestion and harmful 
emissions around the school 
gates 

Walking as a group can improve
walking safety



Staffing
Think about who is going to coordinate the walk? 
Will this be a member of staff or a parent volunteer? 

Identify a route
Consider the pedestrian facilities on route e.g. footpaths, crossing points 
Are there are quieter, traffic free routes that you can use?  

DBS
Volunteers for the walking bus may need to be DBS checked - please refer to your 
schools policy. 

Volunteers
Volunteers can be school staff or parents - a combination works well. 
Parents can use this opportunity to walk with their children and get their steps  in 
as well! 

Step by Step

Ratios
Ensure you have enough adults to meet your school's adult to 
child ratios. 

People

The 
route

Start point
Is there somewhere people can meet, park and walk from?
Think about car parks which are likely to be less busy during
school start and finish times, e.g. village/town halls,
churches, pubs and community centres. Supermarkets may
also be an option if there is one in your locality. Make sure
you obtain permission to use their car park and they have
public liability insurance in case someone is injured using
the site.

Timetable
The Park and Stride does not need to go every day - make it manageable for your
school and volunteers. It may just go once a week to start with. Communicate the
meeting time and walk time with all families. 

Pupil Champions 
Do you have pupils at the school that can be walking 
champions to help promote and support the bus? 



Promotion
How are you going to promote your Park and Stride /
Walking Bus? 
Can your pupils help by designing posters, signs or banners
that promote the scheme, or by writing letters to their
parents/carers to encourage them to take part?

Can you include an article in the school newsletter or send a
letter home explaining how Park and Stride works.
Remember to include a map to show the location of a formal
Park and Stride site. 

Step by Step

High Vis
All children and adults taking part in the walking bus 
should wear high vis tabbards for safety.

Risk assessment 
A risk assessment should include details of the 
roads/footpaths, meet point, timings, any crossings.

Insurance
Check your schools insurance policy to check that this 
activity is covered.  

Safety

Promotion

Wear a high visibility jacket
Behave sensibly and safely at all times
Listen carefully and follow instructions 
Walk with a partner if asked
Walk on the footpath until they are told it is safe to cross
Cross roads as told by adults
Look after their own belongings

Children's behaviour and responsibility
All children should: 

You and/or your walking champions could promote these behaviours in an 
assembly or class, or the children may help to develop their own rules when 
walking with the bus

Good luck!



Responsibilities 

Parents 
Parents need to complete and sign the consent form for a child to travel on the bus. 
The information provided can then be used to help determine the bus route. Parent’s 
are responsible for the safety of their children to and from the bus stop and must 
inform children of the importance of behaviour and safety when using the bus. 
Volunteers need to be at least 18 years of age and DBS checked before helping with 
the walking bus. The bus must run according to the ratio’s (as stated previously), if 
more students join the bus, more volunteers will be needed. Children must always 
wear their high visibility clothing whenever they use the bus. They must behave and 
listen carefully to instructions. The Walking Bus acts as experiential learning aspect of 
the road safety skills taught in school. When walking with your children, always use the 
correct crossings, children will copy your actions so it’s always important to set a good 
example! The more volunteers the better! Parents help can be needed.

Volunteers need to be at least 18 years of age and DBS checked before helping with 
the walking bus. The bus must run according to the ratio’s (as stated previously), if 
more students join the bus, more volunteers will be needed. If any problems occur, the 
volunteers must report directly to the school.

As a volunteer / parent, you are a role model to the children, therefore positive 
attitudes towards road safety and correctly using the crossings will influence children 
to take road safety seriously. This will lead to safer travel and an improved 
independence for the children. We recommend that adults hold hands with children. 
Always consider the weather and behave accordingly. Bad weather can prolong 
stopping time for cars. Extra care should be taken when wearing hooded coats or using 
umbrellas – visibility can be obstructed. 

Children 
Children must always wear their high visibility clothing whenever they use the bus. 
They must behave and listen carefully to instructions. The Walking Bus acts as 
experiential learning aspect of the road safety skills taught in school. When walking 
with your children, always use the correct crossings, children will copy your actions so 
it’s always important to set a good example! The more volunteers the better! Parents 
help can be needed. If any problems occur, the volunteers must report directly to the 

Parental consent
The Parent Permission Form and Pupil Promise should be filled
every adult and child who will be using the Walking Bus. It nee
be edited to include the final details of the route, and the days
week the Walking Bus will be running. By signing this form all 
participants on the Walking Bus will know what is expected of 
Getting a written agreement from parents and children makes 
they have understood and agreed to obey the rules of the Wal
Bus. 

Step by Step


